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ABSTRACT

On 16 June 1947, vibration measurements were made on

the USS ODAX (SS484)o Certain significant vibrations were re-

corded which, it is believed, were due primarily to a stabilizer

vwhich was mounted near the after sectibn of the propeller shaft.

Subsequent to this test, the stabilizer was cut back from the

propellers and, also, the alignment of the propeller shafts and

the dynamic balance of the propellers were checked.

On 11 July 1947, vibration measurements were again

taken on the ship at the same stations as previously. This re-

port describes this test. It was found that the vibration amp-

litudes were definitely lower than those measured on the first

test and were not excessive for this class of ship.

INTRODUCTION

Previous to the vibration test of 11 July 1947 de-

scribed in this report, a test was made on this ship on 16 June

1947 as reported in Reference (1)o* It was found that certain

significant vibrations occurred especially at the higher pro-

peller-shaft speeds, This submarine is equipped with a stabi-

lizer which is mounted near the after section of the propeller

shafto One of the conclusions of Reference (1) was that this

* Numbers in parentheses indicate references on page 9 of
this reporto
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stabilizer was one of the main causes of the excessive vibra-

tions and it was recomimuiended that it be removed or that the

clearance between it and the propellers be increased. It was

also noted in Referience (1) that certain vibrations might have

been due to an unbalance of the shafting-propeller system or

due to unequal pitch or shape of the propeller blades.

Subsequent to the report of Reference (1) certain

work was done on the ship which included the cutting back of

the ship's stabilizer from the propellers, the realignment of

the propeller shafts, and the dynamic rebalancing of the pro-

pellers.

Reference (2) requested that another vibration test

be made to observe the effect of the previously mentioned meas-

ures taken to reduce the ship's vibration, Vibration measure-

ments were taken at the same stations at which they were taken

in the earlier test, Reference (1), and at a few additional

ones° The same instrumentation was used in both tests. The

research project symbol and number assigned to this test is

SRD265(C-172-34)

TEST IETHODS AND PROCEDURE

Vibration measurements were made in the after torpedo

room on Frame 122 on the shipts centerline in both the vertical

and the transverse directions, with two Consolidated vibration

pick-ups feeding through an integrator into a Brush amplifier

and oscillograph. Measurements at this station were made at
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speeds of from 160 to 360 shaft RPM in 20-RPM intervals, with

the vessel in surface operation. The vessel was equipped with

3-bladed propellers*

These tests were repeated with the pick-ups mounted

near the forward bulkhead of the maneuvering room. Both pick-

ups were mounted close to the centerline of the ship, the trans-

verse pick-up on Frame 99 and the vertical pick-up about 10

inches forward of Frame 99o

Additional measurements were made on Frame 122, as

follows:

1. During a crash-back run from full power ahead to full

power astern (all four engines), surface operation,

2. During submerged operation, at full and minimum power.

The transverse vibration of Torpedo Tube 7 was record-

ed with an Askania.vibrographo

Additional Askania vibrograph measurements were taken

at the control cubicle during surface and submerged operations

and during the crash-back operation on the surface.

TEST RESULTS

Amplitudes of vertical and transverse vibration meas-

ured at Frame 122 during surface operation are plotted against

propeller shaft 'RPM in Figure 1 and similar measurements made

at Frame 99 are plotted in Figure 2, It should be noted that

vibrations of both blade frequency and of frequencies other

than blade frequency were measured. In the latter case the
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A Vertical vibration of frequency as indicated (CPM)
* Vertical vibration at propeller blade frequency (3 x RPM)
A Transverse vibration of frequency as indicated (CPM)
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Figure I - Amplitudes of Vibration Measured at Frame 122 on --

the USS ODAX (SS 484) during Surface Operation
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A Vertical vibration of frequency as indicated (CPM)
* Vertical vibration at propeller blade frequency (3 x RPM)
A Transverse vibration of frequency as indicated (GPM)
O Transverse vibration at propeller blade frequency (3xRPM)
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Figure 2 - Amplitudes of Vibration Measured at Frame 99 on
the USS ODAX (SS484) during Surface Operation z
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vibrations are believed to represent successions of transient

vibrations having the natural frequencies of the hull.

A comparison of Figure 1 with the corresponding graph

of Reference (1), giving the vibrations previously recorded at,

this same station, shows that the pattern of the vibration of,

propeller blade frequency is similar for both tests, and that

the amplitudes were less on the later trials, especially at the--

higher speeds. As noted in Reference (1), a vertical vibration

of about 280 to 300 CPM frequency was predominant throughout

the speed range from 260 to 360 RPM. A transverse vibration

of about 280 CPM also was present in this speed range. At 340

and 360 shaft RPM vibrations of relatively large amplitude and

of 120 CPM frequency were measured. The 120 and 300 CPM fre-

quencies referred to above are believed to be respectively the

first and second mode transverse natural frequencies of the

hull. The amplitudes of these low frequency vibrations were

somewhat less than those during the first trials, but no defi-

nite statement as to this improvement can be made since the

instrumentation does not give accurate amplitudes at these low

frequencies. At the same station, Frame 122, at full power

during submerged operation, a transverse vibration of 2.4 milt

single amplitude and a vertical vibration of 0.6 mils single

amplitude were recorded.

Inspection of Figure 2, which is the graph of the

vibrations at Frame 99, shows a similar frequency pattern of

vibrations but of reduced amplitude compared with those recorded
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at Frame 122. The comparatively large-amplitude, low-frequency

vibration (130 CPM) observed at Frame 122 was not recorded at

Frame 99. Measurements at this location were not made on the

test of 11 June 1947, Reference (1).

The amplitudes and frequencies of vertical and trans-

verse vibration recorded during the crash-back run in the sur-

face condition are given in Table 1. It is noted that there is

TABLE 1

Aiplitudes and Frequencies of Vibration during Crsph-Back Run
from Full Power Ahead to Full Power Astern, All Four Engines

Direction of Vibration CPM Single Amplitude

Vertical 130 over 100
Vertical 750 10

Transverse 200 705
Transverse 1000 12

no reduction of vibration amplitude during this operation from

that reported in Reference (1).

The transverse vibration of Torpedo Tube 7 was re-

.corded during surfaced operation at a speed range from 220 to

360 shaft RPM in 20-RPM intervals and at 368' (full power) shaft

RPM. The maximum amplitude of vibration, 26 mils single ampli-

tude, occurred at 368 shaft RPM. At 360 shaft. RPM, the single

amplitude recorded on the test of 11 June 1947, Reference (1),

was about 70 mils. During submerged operation of the present

test, an amplitude of 5.5 mils was recorded at 360 shaft RPM,

The transverse vibration of the main control cubicle

measured at 360 shaft RPM during surface operation was 4 mils
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single amplitude at propeller-blade frequency. This vibration

I was measured half way up the after frame of the control cubicle.

An amplitude of 6.5 mils was recorded at 340 shaft RPM, In the

previous test, Reference (1), a transverse vibration of 6.5 milp

amplitude was recorded at full power operation. In the present

test, a fore-and-aft vibration of 9 mils was recorded at the

center of the instrument panel of the control cubicle and a

vertical vibration of 2.5 mils was recorded at the inboard edge

of the lever platform of the control cubicle, both at a 360

shaft RPM. During submerged operation a transverse vibration

of 1.5 mils was recorded. During the crash-back run from full

power ahead to full power astern on four engines a transverse

vibration of 29 mils was measured at the control cubicle at

close to propeller-blade frequency. The amplitude reported

in Reference (1) for this run and station was 25 mils.

As noted in Reference (1), the noise in the after

torpedo room increased in proportion to the vibration and de-

creased considerably upon submerging.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As already noted in the section !'Test Results" the

vibration amplitudes as indicated by the measuring instruments

were definitely lower than those measured on the first vibration

test. It was also the opinion of the officers and members of

crew of the USS ODAX (SS484) and of officers of the Portsmouth

Naval Shipyard on board during the trials that the vibration

in the after torpedo room was noticeably lower after the remedial
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work donie on the ship. This decrease in vibration is very

t , probably due to the work done on the-submarine as noted in the

introduction of this report, namely, the cutting back of the

ptabilizer, the realignment of the propeller shafts and the

dynamic rebalancing of the propellers,

It can be concluded that the vibrations measured on

this test are not excessive for this class of ship,
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